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earnestly hope is that their participation will not only
strengthen but vitalize the Federal plan, which aims at
co-ordination of the two Indias for the supreme interests of
India as a whole. As early as possible the leading Princes
should establish representative Assemblies in their domains
in recognition of their subjects' rights to assume some
responsibility of self-government. Through leadership in
their own domains the Princes will exercise a sober influence
over their partners in British India.
(c) British India, the third Partner
The third partner is the educated and propertied classes
of British India. The new Constitution throws a serious
responsibility on the leaders of Indian public life. Their
insistent demand for self-government is justifiable mainly
on the ground that it is a moral necessity for India's develop-
ment. She needs it for evolving unity among her diverse
people presenting, to use the words of Lord Zetland, " an
ethnologic pageant epitomizing the gradual growth of
civilization through centuries of time " ; she realizes that
without self-government she can neither follow her own
destiny nor make her contribution in the world of humanity ;
and she demands this, not for political and commercial
aggressiveness, but for the revitalization of the life of her
masses. It would be a wrong estimate of self-government
if it was considered as a means of securing privileges from
a paramount power ; for mere acquisition of a political
nationality will not solve her social needs. Indian leaders
must realize that the immobility of social structures is one
of the serious obstacles to political emancipation.
" We must remember," warns Tagore, " whatever
weakness we cherish in our society will become the source
of danger in politics. The same inertia which leads us to
our idolatry of dead forms in social institutions will create
in our politics prison-houses with immovable walls." x
1 " Nationalism/' by Rabindranath Tagore.

